
BASIC GLIDE WAXING  
intended use 
    - whole length for single camber skis (skate, alpine, tele) 

 - tips and tails only for double camber skis (XC or BC touring, no-wax, fish scales) 
 
Step 1. Clean old glide wax from the  ski - to prevent contamination from old wax 

quick scrape 
purpose = removes the surface grime and some old wax. 
good for =  daily use on already tuned skis and small temperature changes. 
how to = hold plastic scraper at edge, scrape from tip to tail. 

hot scrape 
purpose =  removes more wax and grime. 
good for =  dirty skis, big temperature changes, removing klister and kick wax 
how to =  hot wax with universal glide, scrape while still warm, repeat. 

solvent based wax remover 
purpose = remove all traces of wax 
good for = preparation for base repair, seasonal tuning, unknown old wax 
how to = scrape first, then apply solvent with rag or paper towel, wipe off, repeat. 

 
Step 2. Iron on hot wax - to get the new wax into the porous base 

start with a clean dry ski at room temperature 
adjust iron temperature to just warm enough to liquefy the wax, if it smokes it is too hot 
drip wax over the ski,  then iron in iron it in with long even strokes 
scrape the center groove and edges while still warm 

 
Step 3. Scrape - to remove excess wax 

allow the skis to cool, it makes scraping easier 
use a plastic scraper with flat edges and sharp corners, metal scraper can damage the base 
hold the scraper at an angle and scrape from tip to tail, remove as much wax as you can 

 
Step 4. Brush - to remove wax from base structure 

use a nylon bristle brush, blue fiber-tex pad or roto-brush power tool 
long overlapping strokes, tip too tail, to remove wax from the 'grooves' of the base 

 
Step 5. Buffing/polishing -to produce a smooth glossy surface 

use a natural cork, synthetic cork or white fiber-tex pad 
long overlapping strokes, tip to tail 
skis are done when the base looks smooth and shiny 

 
Tips For Glide Waxing 

- keep your plastic scraper sharp with 120 grit silicone carbide wet/dry sand paper 
- use the narrow side of the scraper for hard to get spots 
- to save on wax,  rub wax on iron to form a film, then apply to ski 
- to prevent contamination clean the iron between uses with paper towel or newspaper 
- excess heat will damage skis!  If the iron smokes it is too hot!  Fire danger! 
- inexpensive nylon 'finger nail' or 'floor scrubber' brushes work fine 

 
  



BASIC KICK WAXING 
intended use 

- kick zone on a double camber waxable ski 
- some times on the kick zone of a single camber ski, won't last as long 
- never the whole ski 
- never over fish scales 

 
Step 1. Remove old kick wax 

quick scrape 
purpose = removes the surface grime and some old wax, daily waxing 
good for =  daily use on already tuned skis and small temperature changes. 
how to = works best on a cold ski, scrape in short strokes, clean scraper often 

hot scrape 
purpose =  removes more wax and grime. 
good for =   removing klister, extra stick kick wax, extra dirty skis 
how to =  hot wax with universal glide, scrape while still warm. 

solvent based wax remover 
purpose = remove all traces of wax 
good for = unknown old wax, radical temperature changes 
how to = apply solvent, let sit for 2-3 minutes, scrape off, wipe with rag, repeat. 

 
Step 2.  Apply New Kick Wax 

select the 'wax of the day' based on temperature and snow conditions 
using the tin of wax like a crayon draw a series of lines over the kick zone 
lines drawn side to side spread more evenly than lines drawn tip to tail direction 
remove or spread out  any globs using a scraper 

 
Step 3. Cork It In! 

distribute the wax evenly using short vigorous strokes with the corner of the cork 
use small circular strokes to mix wax layers and to smooth out globs 
use lots of pressure and speed to heat up the wax and get it to flow evenly 

 
Step 4. Repeat! 

repeat steps 2 through 3 until at least 3 thin layers are applied 
use as many as 6 layers on new or solvent cleaned skis 
you can mix waxes in several layers to achieve mid range temperatures.  For example, a 

 layer of violet over a layer of blue results in blue/violet temperature range 
 
Step 5. Buff 

let the skis cool down for easier buffing 
use the flat of the cork in long over lapping strokes 
finished ski should look smooth and shiny 

 
Tips for Kick Waxing 

- mark your kick zone using the 'paper test'  for more precise waxing 
- for longer lasting wax use a binder or base wax applied hot with an iron 
- many thin layers work better than a heavy layer 


